
Browselines: What They Tell Us About Our Habitat 

A browseline is the area below which browsers can reach to eat all of the vegetation, 

usually about 4 ½ to 5 feet off the ground. By browsers I mean animals that eat browse 

(woody plant leaves) which in this area refers to goats, white-tailed deer, and exotic 

ungulates.  While cattle will occasionally take browse and sheep will certainly eat some 

browse if available, these animals are primarily grazers and do not generally eat enough 

to cause a browseline. 

When we look over an average Hill Country pasture what we typically see is a bare area 

below all of our native oaks and other hardwoods, where nothing else is growing except 

perhaps small cedar bushes. Because cedar (Ashe juniper) is about the last thing a 

deer or anything else wants to eat, the cedar bushes usually escape being browsed, but 

in areas with really high browser populations, even it will be browsed out as well. 

The mental picture we have formed in our minds from seeing pastures with heavy 

browsing is that our native hardwood trees don’t grow any leaves down near the 

ground.  But that is not true. Whenever an oak tree or other hardwood is protected from 

browsers by an exclosure, the bottom, outer limbs begin to grow longer and closer to 

the ground until eventually there will be limbs with green leaves reaching the ground. In 

other words, many trees would “naturally” grow leaves to the ground where they receive 

sunshine. 

Of course, the vegetation being eaten by the browsers is only partially mature hardwood 

leaves.  Much of what is being eaten are the leaves of small root sprouts or saplings of 

the larger trees, or shrubs or vines, all of which make up the natural vegetation below 

the browseline. 

The loss of all of this forage below the browseline of course affects the animals that 

depend on it.  The white-tailed deer are most affected, because they cannot digest 

enough grass to survive, and the only other form of food for them, forbs, may only be 

available seasonally and sometimes in very limited supply.  The other browsers, goats 

and exotics, are capable of surviving on grass alone if there is no browse available. 

But it is not just the large herbivores that utilize the vegetation below the browseline.  

Many small animals and birds find berries on the vines and shrubs, or seeds on some of 

the forbs that normally grow in this level of the habitat or insects that call that area 

home. 

And this level of the habitat also provides vital cover and protection for all sorts of 

wildlife, from rabbits and field mice to lizards, snakes, frogs, toads, skunks, possums, 

armadillos and foxes. 



The endangered black-capped vireo likes to build its nest about 3 or 4 feet off the 

ground.  Rangeland with severe browselines offers little adequate habitat for them.  

Quail need brush cover to hide from predators, and it is believed that much of the 

reason for the decline in our quail populations is loss of habitat (mostly native grassland 

habitat for nesting and feeding chicks, but lack of cover may be partly responsible). 

Of course the populations of goats and exotic ungulates being raised as livestock can 

be easily controlled, and on ranges where the number of these animals plus the number 

of deer is below the carrying capacity, the browseline is not distinct, and both browse 

forage and cover are available to the animals.  But controlling the white-tailed deer and 

the feral exotic populations is much more difficult, so many landowners (especially small 

landowners) have a hard time preventing their property from being overbrowsed. 

Without some limit on the populations of these browsers, the habitat below the 

browseline will continue to be severely impaired and few if any replacement hardwood 

saplings will survive to become mature trees.  But since nothing eats much cedar, that 

is the one woody species which will continue to increase in size and numbers. 

If you own property without a browseline, then you are fortunate to have a sustainable 

population of browsers.  If the only plants below the browseline are the least favorite 

deer foods (cedar, agarita, prickly pear) then you obviously have way too many 

browsers. If you have some plants that are only moderately preferred (live oak, shin 

oak) but none of their favorite foods (Spanish oak, blackjack oak) then your browser 

population is in between. 

Until next time… 
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